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AUTOMATED WAREHOUSE
In this case, a warehouse will be automated to store boxes of different

weights in a group of shelves. The solution will be able to request stored

products and send them to their corresponding line at the loading docks as

well.

 

To have a good traceability process, a tracking system will also be

implemented using QR codes. This will let the user know,  at all times, the

state of the warehouse. Touchberry touch screens will be used to display the

package information and inform the operator that is receiving the goods as

necessary.

 

This system will be remotely manageable thanks to a server that will connect

every process via WiFi.

SUMMARY
The boxes enter into the system by reading the QR code that

identifies them. The application weights the parcel and stores it

in the warehouse, placing the heaviest boxes at the bottom of

the shelf. Once a box is requested at a loading bay, the

application searches on the warehouse and positions the

parcel on the shipping conveyor. When a package for a

specific dock is detected, it is moved to the conveyor in its own

area.

GOALS
The requests of this system are as follows:

- Automated storage of a stock of boxes.

- Performing and recording the tracking of each package.

- Optimizing the energy consumed by raising loads.

- Operating at several shipping docks.

- Remotely managing the state of the warehouse.

A single PLC controller will take care of the engine

management.

We will also have PC Panels in the shipping area and in every

loading dock for information and management of the tasks to

do.

https://www.industrialshields.com/shop/product/nema-17-stepper-motor-45ncm-42x40mmm-929?category=10
https://www.industrialshields.com/shop/product/incremental-rotary-encoder-ab-2-phase-600p-r-6mm-shaft-dc5-24vdc-934?category=10


STUDY CASE

CONCLUSION (HARDWARE)

The information will be entered through a Touchberry screen, which allows the

connection of a QR code reader and provides WiFi connectivity.

 

Once a new box is detected in the system, the Arduino PLC (M-DUINO) will turn

on the conveyor through a drive. When the box reaches the warehouse

location, a system consisting of three servomotors will act on the package.

 

The system will weigh the load by an extensiometric gause and will be able to

sort the heaviest loads in an ascending order, optimizing the energetic

resources and improving the structural load in the warehouse.

 

After requesting a package from  a Touchberry screen or directly from an

external server, an Arduino automaton will send the collection of the parcel,

bring it to the conveyor, and divert it to its area by a QR reader. This will happen

when the shipping dock screen detects that the box is directed to its position.
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